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shell; whereas, that of thunder starts, not from a single point, but from a crooked line, often miles long. Furthermore, cannon often are fired when the surface air, HI which the firing occurs, is very still and, otherwise, in the best sfatfe for long transmissions of sound. Thunder, on the other hand seldom occurs except when the winds are turbulent and the general conditions very adverse to sound propagation. Finally, the density of the Mr is greater at the cannon than along the lightning path, and, hence, its sound energy per unit volume, other things being equal, also correspondingly greater in the former than in the latter case.
BRONTIDES
From time immemorial, low, rumbling, thunder-like noises (brontides, mistpoeffers, "Barisal guns," etc.,) of short duration, and that certainly are not thunder, for they often occur when the sky is clear, have been heard in many parts of the world, both singly and in irregular series. They appear to come from a distance, but are of uncertain direction, and are most frequent in actively seismic regions.
Apparently, then, the true brontides (many other sounds have often been mistakenly reported as brontides) are only the rumblings of earthquakes too feeble for registration, or other than aural detection. And this inference is strengthened, if not indeed confirmed, by the fact that earthquake adjustments have been known to occur in a long irregular series of shocks that became feebler and feebler, until only the characteristic low rumbles (then properly called brontides) remained as presumable evidence of their passage.
HOWLING OF THE WIND
One of the compensations for being snowbound on a windy day is the pleasure of listening to the well-known howling of the wind as it sweeps by the chimneys and over the gables, and wondering where it gets its many voices, or, indeed, any voice at all. Nor is the wonderment yet over, for the problem of the howling of the wind has never been completely solved, at least not in the fullness of all the differential equations that tell the whole story. This much, however, is known: the howling, like the other seolian sounds discussed below, is due to eddy motions in the atmosphere immediately beyond the obstructing object. There is no resonance or other organ-pipe action, for the change from one pitch to another is not by jumps, as it is in all pipes, but gradual, through every intermediate value, in response to the varying wind velocity.
Let the direction of the wind make an appreciable angle with the roof and let the latter either project a little beyond the gable wall or, at least, come up flush with it. Under these conditions the wind will have its maximum velocity as it leaves the roof, and there, in only a comparatively thin sheet. This sheet, in turn, immediately it escapes the roof, drags

